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Abstract
The commercialization of 5G networks is accelerating globally.
From the perspective of industry development drivers,
5G communications are considered the key to personal
consumption experience upgrades and digital industrial
transformation. Major economies around the world require 5G
to be an essential part of long-term industrial development.
5G will enter thousands of industries in terms of business, and
technically, 5G needs to integrate DOICT (Data Technology,
Operation Technology, Information technology and
Communication Technology) and other technologies further.
Therefore, this white paper proposes that continuous research
on the follow-up evolution of 5G networksú 5G-Advanced
[1]
is required, and full consideration of architecture evolution
and function enhancement is needed.
f¯²äý¯²ìÝÝàĒàäìÊÃăĈäì¯ÊìýÑàÀüÑÃñì²ÑÊ
architecture of 5G-Advanced and expounds on the technical
development direction of 5G-Advanced from the three
¯àìà²äì²äÑ©àì²Ē²Ã/ÊìÃÃ²ªÊȀÑÊüàªÊȀÊ
ÊÃÉÊìȇàì²Ē²Ã/ÊìÃÃ²ªÊàÝàäÊìäÊìýÑàÀ
AI, including full use of machine learning, digital twins,
recognition and intention network, which can enhance
the capabilities of network's intelligent operation and
maintenance. Convergence includes 5G and industry
network convergence, home network convergence and
space-air-ground network convergence, in order to realize
the integration development. Enablement provides for
the enhancement of 5G interactive communication and
deterministic communication capabilities. It enhances existing
technologies such as network slicing and positioning to better
help the digital transformation of the industry. In Dec 2021,
ǃ'WW^ÝÃÊàăÉì²ÊªÑÊĒàÉì¯ÑÊìÊìÑ©àÃäǁǈ
studies in SA2. Therefore, this white paper is updated to 2.0
accordingly to include the latest technical study progress.
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5G Development

1.1 Progress
The global commercial deployment of 5G networks is in full
äý²ÊªȇăÊÑ©ǂǀǂǁȀǂǀǀǅ'ÊìýÑàÀä²ÊǇǈÑñÊìà²äÊ
regions have been commercially released [2]. On top of this, over
ì¯ÑñäÊ²ÊñäìàăȝäÝ²ĒÝÝÃ²ì²ÑÊä¯üÊÝàÑ½ì
ìÑÊĒì©àÑÉì¯üÊìªäÑčàăǅ'Ȁäñ¯ä¯²ª¯
bandwidth, low latency, and strong connectivity. In terms of
ÑÊÊì²ü²ìăäÝ²ĒÃÃăȀ'^DÝà²ìäì¯ìǅ'ý²ÃÃÑÑäìì¯
Éää²üÊñÉàÑ©ÑÊÊì²ÑÊä©àÑÉǂǀǀÉ²ÃÃ²ÑÊ²ÊǂǀǂǀìÑǁȇǈ
billion in 2025[3].
Overall, the global 5G industry is still in the early stages of
network construction. The industry generally believes that "the
future 6G technology" will not be applied until 2030. Therefore,
whether in terms of business scenarios, network technology,
industrial progress, deployment pace, etc., the next 3 to 5 years
will still be critical for 5G development.
For this reason, 3GPP initially determined 5G-Advanced as the
concept of 5G network evolution at the PCG #46[1] meeting held
in April 2021. In the future, all aspects of the telecommunications
industry will gradually improve the framework and enrich the
ÑÊìÊì©Ñàǅ'ȝüÊäìàì²Êª©àÑÉZǁǈȇ
In the process of end-to-end 5G-Advanced network evolution,
the evolution of the core network plays a pivotal role. On the

one hand, the core network is connected to various services
and applications, which is the convergence point and hub of
the entire network business and the assistor of future business
development. On the other hand, the core network is connected
to various standard terminals and access networks, the whole
network topology. The center moves the entire body. Therefore,
promoting 5G core network technology and architecture
evolution based on actual business needs will help operators
improve return on investment and help industry users better use
5G networks to achieve digital transformation.
ìì¯ǃ'WW^ÝÃÊàăÉì²Êª²ÊÉàȀǂǈǂǀǂǁȀäìñăȍ
ýÑàÀ²ìÉä©ÑààÃäǁǈ²Ê^ǂýàìàÉ²ÊăüÑì²Êªȇf¯
participants included operators, network equipment vendors,
ìàÉ²ÊÃÊ¯²ÝäñÝÝÃ²àäȇf¯²ä©ñÃÃăàēìäì¯²Êñäìàăȋä
extensive participation in and attention to 5G-Advanced core
ÊìýÑàÀäȇf¯àÃäǁǈÑÊìÊìä²ÊÃñ|ZÊÉ²äàü²äȀ
edge computing, AI-based service and network automation
respectively represent expectations for new 5G services, network
architecture, and network digital transformation.
Ñà²ÊªìÑì¯©ÑÃÃÑýȝñÝýÑàÀÝÃÊÑ©ǃ'WWȀäìªȝǃÑ©Zǁǈ
will be frozen at the end of 2023.Therefore, it is expected that
early commercial deployment of networks with 5G-Advanced
Ý²Ã²ì²äÉăª²Ê²ÊǂǀǂǄȍǂǅȇ

1.2 Driving Forces
1.2.1 Industries Requirement
Unlike previous generations of communication networks,
5G is considered the cornerstone of the industry's digital
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transformation. The world's major economies have requested
5G as an essential part of long-term industrial development.

For example, the European Union proposed the 2030 Digital
Compass plan, which formulated outlines for commercial digital
transformation and public service digitalization. It adopted 5G
äì¯ä²ä©Ñà/ÊñäìàăǄȇǀȇäì¯ĒàäìÑñÊìàăìÑÝÃÑăǅ'Ȁ
South Korea has further strengthened the construction of a 5G+
converged ecosystem and promoted 5G united services. Japan
continues to promote the value of B5G (Beyond 5G) to people's
livelihood and society. China has also put forward a long-term
ªÑÃ©Ñàǂǀǃǅà²üÊă²Êä²äì²ÊªÑÊä²Êì²ĒÊì¯ÊÑÃÑª²Ã
innovation and deepening the "5G + Industrial Internet" as its
important current goal.

access and video call will transform into a multi-party remote
collaboration of mobile access and rich media and real-time
interaction in business. For example, corporate employees can
ääì¯ÑàÝÑàìÑĎÊü²àÑÊÉÊìý²ì¯ü²àìñÃ²Éªä
at any time at home and communicate with them. Colleagues
ÑÉÉñÊ²ìĎ²ÊìÃăȇf¯à©ÑàȀǅ'ȝüÊÊäìÑÝàÑü²
an upgraded network architecture and enhanced interactive
communication capabilities to meet the business development
needs of the existing clear voice-based communication methods
evolving to full-aware, interactive, and immersive communication
methods. It should also enable consumer experience upgrade.

Therefore, 5G-Advanced needs to fully consider the evolution
of the architecture and enhance functions, from the current
consumer-centric mobile broadband (MBB) network to the core
of the real industrial Internet. However, it is currently possible
to use network slicing, edge computing, and NPN (Non-Public
Network) to serve the industry. Whether it is network deployment
status, business SLA (Service Level Agreement) guarantee
capabilities, easy operation and maintenance capabilities, and
some auxiliary functions needed by the industry, the current
Ý²Ã²ì²äÑ©ì¯ǅ'ÊìýÑàÀàäì²ÃÃ²ÊäñĎ²Êìȇf¯ñä²ìÊä
ÑÊì²ÊñìÑÊ¯ÊÉÊìä²Êǃ'WWZǁǈÊäñäßñÊì
versions.

Second, industry digitization has brought about a much more
complex business environment than consumer networks.
ñä²Êäää²Ê²čàÊì²Êñäìà²äȀäñ¯äì¯/Êñäìà²Ã/ÊìàÊìȀ
Energy Internet, Mines, Ports, Medical Health, and Transportation,
Êì¯ÊìýÑàÀìÑÝàÑü²ì¯Éý²ì¯²čàÊì²ìñä²Êää
experience and provide deterministic SLA guarantees for business
results. For example, the Industrial Internet requires deterministic
communication, with upper and lower bounded delays. Intelligent
grids need high-precision clock synchronization, high isolation,
and high security. Mines need to provide precise positioning
under the surface.Ports need remote gantry crane control.Medical
health needs realtime diagnosis and treatment information,
synchronization and support of remote diagnosis with ultra-low
latency.Transportation needs low latency network to support
remote driving and vehicle platooning. Therefore, 5G-Advanced
needs to fully consider the deterministic experience guarantee
for industry services, including real-time service perception,
ÉäñàÉÊìȀä¯ñÃ²ÊªȀÊĒÊÃÃă©ÑàÉ²ÊªÊÑüàÃÃÃÑä
ÑÊìàÑÃÃÑÑÝȇ&Ñà²čàÊì²Êñäìà²äȀǅ'ÊäìÑÑÝìÝñÃ²
networks, local private networks, and various hybrid networking
modes to meet the industry's business isolation and data security
requirements. Therefore, 5G-Advanced should focus on the
network architecture, networking scheme, equipment form, and
service support capability that matches the diverse and complex
business environment.

First of all, in the future, XR (Extended Reality) will become the
main body of business carried by the network. Not only will
ì¯ĒÊ²ì²ÑÊÑ©|ZñÝªà©àÑÉǈ<ìÑǁǆ<ȍǃǂ<ÑàüÊ
higher, AR (Augmented Reality) business scenarios for industry
applications will also evolve from single-terminal communication
to multi-XR collaborative interaction and it will develop rapidly
ăÑÊǂǀǂǅȇñìÑì¯²ÉÝìÑ©ñä²ÊääìàĎÊñä²Êää
characteristics, XR services will put forward higher requirements
for SLA guarantees such as network capacity, low-bounded delay,
and bandwidth. At the same time, essential communication
services still have a lot of room for development. Multi-party
video calls and virtual meetings represented by telecommuting
ý²ÃÃÑÉì¯ÊÑàÉȇf¯ñààÊìÑÊ©àÊÉÑÑ©ĒĂ
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1.2.2 Network Technology Evolution
The 5G-Advanced evolution is technologically presented as a
ÑÉÝà¯Êä²ü²Êìªàì²ÑÊÑ©/fì¯ÊÑÃÑªăȀ²Êñäìà²ÃĒÃ
network technology, and data technology.
The communication network after 4G fully introduces IT
technology, and the telecom cloud is generally used as the
infrastructure. In the actual telecom cloud landing process,
technologies such as NFV (Network Functions Virtualization),
ÑÊì²ÊàäȀ^EȖ^Ñ©ìýàĒÊEìýÑàÀȗȀÊW/
(Application Programming Interface)-based system capability
ĂÝÑäñà¯üÃÃà²üìñÃÑÉÉà²Ãüà²Ēì²ÑÊȇ
On the other hand, the network edge is the center of future
business development. Still, its business model, deployment
model, operation and maintenance model, especially resource
ü²Ã²Ã²ìăÊàäÑñàĎ²ÊăȀàÝàììă²čàÊì©àÑÉ
the centralized deployment of cloud computing. The Linux
Foundation proposed that after introducing the concept of
Cloud Native to the edge, it also needs to combine the various
features of the border to form an edge native (Edge Native)
application form [4]. Therefore, the evolution of 5G-Advanced
needs to integrate the characteristics of cloud-native and
edgenative, achieve a balance between the two through
ì¯äÉÊìýÑàÀà¯²ììñàȀÊĒÊÃÃăÉÑüìÑýàä
the long-term evolution direction of and cloud-network
integration.
For ICT technology itself, 5G-Advanced needs to exert its
network convergence capabilities further. These integrations
²ÊÃñì¯²Êìªàì²ÑÊÑ©²čàÊìªÊàì²ÑÊäÊ
²čàÊìÉÑÃäÑ©E^ȍ^ȀäýÃÃäì¯²Êìªàì²ÑÊÑ©
individual consumers, family access, and industry networks.
In addition, with the evolution of satellite communications,
the 5G-Advanced core network will also prepare for a fully
converged network architecture oriented to the integration of
ground, sea, air, and space.
In addition to ICT technology, there will be more demand
from production and operation in the future, and OT
(Operational Technology) will bring new genes to mobile
networks. For example, the Industrial Internet for industrial
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ÉÊñ©ìñà²Êª²ä²čàÊì©àÑÉì¯ìà²ì²ÑÊÃÑÊäñÉà
Internet. It has more stringent requirements for network
quality. It is necessary to consider the introduction of 5G
while supporting minimal networking. Quality inspection
scenarios based on machine vision require the network to
keep both large bandwidth and low latency capabilities.
Remote mechanical control requires the network to support
deterministic transmission, guarantees the number of
connections and bandwidth that can be promised, and the
²ÊìÃÃ²ªÊìÝàÑñì²ÑÊÃ²Ê©ÑàēĂ²ÃÉÊñ©ìñà²ÊªÃäÑ
needs to be provided by the precise network positioning, data
collection, and other capabilities. For this reason, wireless
access networks need to have the reliability, availability,
determinism, and real-time performance comparable to wired
access. Introducing IT, DT and AI into CT's OT to realize the
integration of CT's OT with IT, DT and AI will become an
important direction for the development of mobile networks.
5G-Advanced networks will become the critical infrastructure
for the comprehensive interconnection of people, machines,
materials, methods, and the environment in an industrial
environment, realizing industrial design, R&D, production, and
management. The ubiquitous interconnection of all industries,
such as services, etc., is an important driving force for the
digital transformation of the industry.
In addition, DT (Data Technology) technology will also inject
new impetus into network evolution. The development
foundation of the digital economy is a massive connection,
digital extraction, data modeling, and analysis and
½ñªÉÊìȇÑÉ²Ê²Êªǅ'ÊìýÑàÀý²ì¯²ªìȀ/Ȗàì²Ē²Ã
Intelligence), and other technologies can achieve more
accurate digital extraction and build data models based on
rich algorithms and business features. It can also make the
most appropriate analysis and judgments based on digital
twin technology and give full play to the digital impact which
will further promote the evolution of the network.
In summary, the full integration of DOICT will jointly drive
network changes and capacity upgrades and help the digital
üÃÑÝÉÊìÑ©ì¯Êì²àäÑ²ìă²ÊÃÃĒÃäȇ

02
To meet the needs of personal consumer experience upgrades
and digital transformation of the industry. 5G-Advanced
networks need to continue to evolve from the architectural
Êì¯Ê²ÃÃüÃäìÑÉì²üàä²Ēñä²ÊääÉÊäÊ
enhance network capabilities.
At the architectural level, the 5G-Advanced network needs
to fully consider the concept of cloud-native, edge network,
mobile computing fabric network, network as a service, and
continue to enhance network capabilities and eventually
move toward cloud-network integration and computingnetwork integration.
- Cloud-native is a further cloud enhancement based on
ì¯ìÃÑÉÃÑñE&vìÑàÃ²Ĉì¯ēĂ²ÃÝÃÑăÉÊì
Ñ©ǅ'ÊìýÑàÀäÊì¯ēĂ²ÃüÃÑÝÉÊìÊìäì²Êª
of functions more quickly. Cloud-native needs optimized
äÑ©ìýàìÑ²ÉÝàÑüì¯ñì²Ã²Ĉì²ÑÊĎ²ÊăÑ©¯àýà
resources, a cloud-based security mechanism to achieve
internal security of the infrastructure, and manageability
and maintainability of telecom cloud resources to ensure the
robustness of telecom cloud.
ȝªÊìýÑàÀ²äÊĎ²ÊìÝÃÑăÉÊì©ÑàÉì¯ìÑÉ²Êä
distributed network architecture and edge services.

5G-Advanced
Architecture and
Technical Trends

goal of "network as a service."
This is because SBA is designed so that 5G network functions
(NFs) could be developed stateless. It allows the NFs to
ÉÑñÃà²ĈȀēĂ²ÃÊÉÑàÝÝÃ²ì²ÑÊȝ©Ññä©Ñà
Ď²ÊìÑÉÉñÊ²ì²ÑÊȇKÊÑ©^ȋä²ÉÝÑàìÊìàÑÃ²ä
to manage and control various communications between
E&äàü²äĎ²ÊìÃăȀăñä²ÊªàßñäìȍàäÝÑÊäÊ
äñäà²Ýì²ÑÊȍÊÑì²Ēì²ÑÊäÉì¯Ñäȇ^ȋä©àÉýÑàÀ
also allows robust scaling, monitoring and load-balancing of
NF services.
Operators use SBA as the network foundation, network slicing
as the service framework, network platform as the core,
and key network function APIs as the starting point to build
agile and customized 5G capabilities to help users deeply
Ýàì²²Ýì²Êì¯ĒÊ²ì²ÑÊÊä²ªÊÑ©ÊìýÑàÀäàü²äȇ
Operators need an increasing number of network features
accessible via APIs so that together with slicing they can
ÝàÑü²ÝÑää²²Ã²ì²ä©ÑàñìÑÉì²čàÊì²ìñä²Êää
ĂÝà²ÊÊ¯²ª¯àñä²ÊääĎ²Êă©Ñàì¯ñäàäÊ
makes the connection and computing a powerful booster for
developing the 5G service industry.

- Mobile computing power awareness and scheduling network
enhances computing awareness in 5G network to achieve the
collaboration between 5G network and edge computing and
also between MEC, dynamically provides optimal service paths
ÊììàĂÝà²Ê©ÑàñäàäÊäàü²äȇ/ìĒÊÃÃă©ÑàÉä
integrated network and compute services.- The Network-asȝ^àü²ÉÑÃÉÀäǅ'äăäìÉä¯²ª¯ÃăēĂ²ÃÊÊ
adapt to various customized solutions for vertical industry
Êäȇf¯äÝ²Ē²ÉÝÃÉÊìì²ÑÊ©ÑàÉÊǅ'ÊìýÑàÀ
slicing or independently deployed networks. The SBA serviceoriented architecture design of the 5G core network goes
deep into the network logic, helping operators fully control
the network and conform to the 5G network development
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Figure 2-1: 5G-Advanced network architecture

Based on requirements that will be raised in the future,
5G-Advanced networks need to have the characteristics of an
ACE: AI, convergence, and enablement.
• AI
As 5G develops, its applications and services are varying
among industries. This leads to related network functions,
management, and user behavior also becoming variable
as well as complex. The network scale is continuously
growing, but the conventional network needs heavy manual
ÑÊĒªñàì²ÑÊȀý¯²¯²äÃÑàȝ²ÊìÊä²üÊÝàÑÊìÑààÑàäȇ
Therefore, high management overhead has been added. It is
necessary to introduce intelligent assistance to improve the
capabilities and quality of services at all levels, from network
functions to network management.
• Convergence
f¯ÑÊüàªÊÑ©²čàÊìääÉÑäÊÊìýÑàÀä
is the development trend of 5G-Advanced. Prior to the 5G
era, various industries built independent networks, which
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were used for long periods, and diverse terminals, access
modes, and transmission approaches emerged. However, the
networks' low versatility led to the long iteration time of new
functions, high cost of equipment, and slow development of
technology. Therefore, the next-generation network, which
should connect the air and ground and accommodate the
//ÑfȀw²ȝ&²ȀĒĂÊìýÑàÀäȀÊÑì¯àÉñÃì²ȝ²ÊñäìàăÊ
multiprotocol services, has become essential.
• Enablement
With 5G being used in industries, network capabilities
continue to improve and gradually evolve from an
infrastructure to enable services. Introducing new capabilities,
such as deterministic networking, customization, high
reliability, global control and management, and self-evolution
to meet industry requirements, will facilitate the application
of NaaS. This will enable 5G-Advanced to provide industries
ý²ì¯ñäìÑÉ²ĈÊìýÑàÀä©ìñà²ÊªÝàÑì²ü²ìăȀēĂ²²Ã²ìăȀÊ
resource isolation.
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Key 5G-Advanced
Technologies

3.1 Intelligent network
3.1.1 Key Technologies of network intelligence
The introduction of network resource virtualization, 5G
äàü²ȝÑà²Êìà¯²ììñàȀ²üàä²Ēäàü²äȀÊÊý
5G capabilities such as slicing and edge computing have
brought challenges to 5G operations and commercial use.
The application and integration of intelligent technology in
ìÃÑÉÉñÊ²ì²ÑÊÊìýÑàÀäÊ²ÉÝàÑüÊìýÑàÀĎ²ÊăȀ
reduce operation and maintenance costs, and improve the
level of intelligent network operation.
Starting from 3GPP Rel-16, to promote network intelligence,
continuous advancement has been carried out on the
technical standardization of network infrastructure (SA2)
and network management (SA5). NWDAF is a standard
network element introduced by 3GPP SA2 in 5G. It is an AI+
big data engine. It has the characteristics of standardization
of capabilities, aggregation of network data, higher realtime performance, and support for closed-loop controllability.
ǃ'WWĒÊäì¯ÃÑì²ÑÊÑ©Ew&²Êì¯ÊìýÑàÀ
and the interaction and coordination with other network
©ñÊì²ÑÊäÊĒÊäì¯ēĂ²²Ã²ìăÑ©Ew&ÝÃÑăÉÊìȇ
Ew&ÊÝÃÑăý²ì¯²ÊäÝ²ĒÊìýÑàÀ©ñÊì²ÑÊä
through function embedding, and can also be deployed
independently in which case intrinsic intelligence of the
network functions and intelligence of the independent
NWDAF collaborates to complete the closed-loop operation
of network intelligence. Meanwhile, a self-evaluation and
self-optimization mechanism for AI model performance in
a mobile communication network will be available, which
will contribute to the deep integration of AI and network.
ǃ'WW^ǅĒÊDÊªÉÊììÊÃăì²ä^ăäìÉ
(MDAS), which, combined with AI and machine learning,
enables automation and cognition of the management

and orchestration of networks and services. The MDAS can
mine data value in network management by processing and
analyzing network management data. It can also generate
analysis reports and provide suggestions on network
management and operations to promote the intelligence
and automation of closed-loop network management and
orchestration. NWDAF and MDAS can cooperate with each
other, especially to deal with cross-domain problems. NWDAF
can provide MDAS with data and localized analysis results,
to help MDAS make an intelligent decision for end-toendnetwork management.
The evolution of 5G networks has increased the networks'
complexity and, in turn, their O&M. Networks are required
to be highly intelligent, automated, and autonomous.
The networks need to automatically adjust to meet the
rapidly changing service requirements according to changes
in themselves and the environment. They also need to
automatically perform the required network updates and
management based on service and O&M requirements. To
©ñÃĒÃÃì¯äàßñ²àÉÊìäȀì¯©ÑÃÃÑý²Êª/ì¯ÊÑÃÑª²ä
can provide reference for the intelligent development of
5G-Advanced network.

5G-Advanced Technology Evolution from a Network Perspective
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• Machine learning
As a basic network intelligence technology, machine learning
can be widely used in various nodes and network control
and management systems in 5G networks. Based on the
large amount of subscriber and network data in the 5G
system, combined with professional knowledge in mobile
ÑÉÉñÊ²ì²ÑÊäȀēĂ²ÃÉ¯²ÊÃàÊ²Êª©àÉýÑàÀ
has been adopted to build a network intelligent processing
system that will be widely used and support distributed and
centralized deployment.

such as federated learning to support the joint learning and
ìà²Ê²ÊªÑ©ÉñÃì²ÝÃÊìýÑàÀ©ñÊì²ÑÊäȇf¯²äÊčì²üÃă
Ê¯Êì¯ìà²Ê²ÊªčìÊÝàÑìììÝà²üăȇ/Ê
²ì²ÑÊȀEw&ÊÝÃÑă²ÊÃăàäȀēĂ²Ãăñ²Ã
distributed intelligent network system, that responds better to
²čàÊìÊäȇ
In addition, from the architectural enhancement, the
5G-Advanced network can further optimize data analysis
©àÉýÑàÀÑ©ǅ'ÊìýÑàÀȀäÝ²ĒÃÃăăäñÝÝÑàì²Êªì¯
following enhancements:

• Cognitive network
Cognitive network technology uses algorithms empowered
with mobile communications expertise and fully utilizes the
big data analytics generated by the 5G network, enhance the
intelligence of network operations to enable complex and
diverse services.

- Distributed and trusted AI architecture, such as federated
learning to support joint learning and training between
multiple network functions, between terminals, between
network functions and terminals, and between networks
ÊǃàÝàìă/D>äàüàäȇf¯²äÊčì²üÃăÊ¯Ê
the training performance and protect data privacy. This also
ÊÃäEw&ìÑēĂ²Ãăñ²Ã²äìà²ñì²ÊìÃÃ²ªÊì
ÊìýÑàÀäăäìÉìÑ©ñÃĒÃÃ²čàÊìñä²Êääàßñ²àÉÊìäȇ

• Intent-based network
/ÊìÊìȝäÊìýÑàÀì¯ÊÑÃÑªăÊÃäÑÝàìÑàäìÑĒÊ
their network goals, which the system can automatically
convert into real-time network operations. The network is
continuously monitored and adjusted to ensure network
operations remain consistent with the service intent.

- Analytics framework at the enablement layer, besides
the data analysis in the core network, the data analysis
framework could analyze big data of the management
domain and application domain to facilitate the realization of
business goals.

In the future, a company can introduce advanced frameworks

Data Repositories

Data Access

NF

NF
Delivery of activity
data and local
analytics

NWDAF

Delivery of
analytics data

AF

AF

OAM

Figure 2.2.2-1: General framework for 5G network automation[5]
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3.1.2 Support for AI/ML service
f¯ñäÑ©/ȍD>ì¯ÊÑÃÑªăìÑàÃ²ĈÝÝÃ²ì²ÑÊÃăà
services such as autonomous driving, health monitoring, voice
interaction, media enhancement, etc. is the future trend.
5G-Advanced networks not only need to provide good pipeline
capabilities, but also need to provide on-demand information
opening capabilities. High-quality information sharing can
¯ÃÝì¯²àÝàì²äý²ì¯čì²üÑÝàì²ÑÊÃ²ä²ÑÊȝÉÀ²ÊªȀ
speed up the training process and improve training accuracy.
f¯ǅ'ȝüÊÊìýÑàÀÊÝàÑü²/ȍD>äàü²äý²ì¯
pipeline capabilities and information opening capabilities
ìÑ¯²üĎ²ÊìÉÑÃ²Ê©àÊȀÉÑÃìà²Ê²ÊªÊ
ÑýÊÃÑȀÊ²äìà²ñìȍ©àìÃàÊ²Êªäàü²äȇ
^Ý²ĒÃÃăȀǁȗ&Ñà/ÉÑÃàäÑÊ²ÊªȀñìÑÑÉÝñì²Êª
power and privacy constraints at mobile terminals,
ǅ'ȝüÊÊìýÑàÀäÊ/ȍD>ÝÝÃ²ì²ÑÊäÊ²Êìàì
ì¯àÑñª¯čì²üÊªÑì²ì²ÑÊìÑ¯²üì¯ÝñàÝÑäÑ©ÊÑì
čì²Êª/ȍD>äàü²ĂÝà²Êȇǂȗ&ÑàÉÑÃìà²Ê²ÊªÊ
download, when large number of AI models are adapted to

various scenarios, the terminal needs to obtain the AI model
adapted to the current scenario on demand. It can evaluate
on-demand requests from terminals, providing high-value
information to assist the rapid completion of application-layer
model training, helps applications sense terminal behavior
in time, and adapt to the model with the scene is sent to
ì¯ìàÉ²ÊÃ©Ñàñäȇǃȗ&Ñà²äìà²ñìȍ©àìÃàÊ²ÊªȀ
in order to break the terminal data island problem, make
full use of a large number of terminal local data to form an
čì²üªÃÑÃìäìȀÊĎ²ÊìÃăÑÉÝÃìì¯ÉÑÃ
ìà²Ê²Êªȇf¯ǅ'ȝüÊÊìýÑàÀäñÝÝÑàìä²äìà²ñìȍ
federated learning at the application layer, which helps in
many aspects, such as computing power sharing, privacy
äñà²ìăȀÊĎ²ÊìñäÑ©ý²àÃääàäÑñàäȇ
The 5G-Advanced network will help break the resource
isolation between the communication network and top-level
ÝÝÃ²ì²ÑÊȀ©ÑàÉÑÉÝÃÉÊìàăüÊìªäȀÊčì²üÃă
ÑÊìà²ñììÑ²ÉÝàÑü²Êªì¯Ď²ÊăÑ©/ȍD>äàü²äȇ

3.1.3 Intelligent Network Application Scenario
To realize the construction of intelligent network, empower
the digital intelligence transformation of the industry, 5G
networks require the continuous introduction of AI Internally,
it can better support connections, security, and management
and utilize AI algorithms to transform cloud-based big data
resources into intelligent planning, analysis, fault diagnosis,
and adaptive optimization capabilities.
AI can help 5G networks realize closed-loop optimization

of service experiences. First, user experience is intelligently
monitored and then evaluated. Then, the optimal strategies
are recommended through intelligent comprehensive analysis
based on service requirements and network capabilities.
Finally, policy adjustment and closed-loop tracking are
implemented through the service experience feedback
mechanism, including steering the user to access the network
via the appropriate access technology and access frequency
band, to balance network costs and service experience. For
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ǀǈ

example, a relationship model between user experience
indicators and QoS indicators is built through intelligent data
analysis and, based on this model, user experience of current
services is monitored and evaluated in real time. In addition,
²čàÊì²ìYÑ^ÝàÉìàäì¯ìäìÉì¯ñäàäȀäàü²äȀ
and networks are generated by analyzing and mining users'
ÑÉÉñÊ²ì²ÑÊ¯²ìäÊ²ÊìÃÃ²ªÊìÃă²Êì²Ēäì¯äàü²ä
that users are using. Moreover, network slicing resources and
services are intelligently scheduled and optimized through
reinforcement learning and other optimization algorithms to
ensure premium experience of services delivered by network
slices. What' s more, AI-based multi-access collaboration
can ensure that multi-access resource is fully utilized with
improving user experience.
Externally, the network intelligence technology can fully
äñÝÝÑàìüà²ÑñäìăÝäÑ©/ȍD>äàü²ääñ¯äñìÑÊÑÉÑñä
à²ü²ÊªȀvZȍZȀ²ÊìÃÃ²ªÊìÝÑä²ì²ÑÊ²ÊªÊÝàÝì²ÑÊȇ
By opening the intelligent QoS prediction capability, the
application can adjust the operation mode in time to better
adapt to the network status changes. For example, for V2X

applications, when the predicted QoS received from the
network cannot meet the requirements of automatic driving,
it can be adjusted to assisted driving in time. Meanwhile,
the intelligent 5G Advanced network makes full use of the
computing power, data and scene advantages of the telecom
²ÊñäìàăìÑàĒÊì¯ÊȝìñÃÑñÑÃÑªăÊñ²Ã
a new business model of the telecom industry. Many 5G
applications require the cloud, the edge, and end devices to
work together to implement and orchestrate services with the
assistance of data collection, model training, and intelligent
inference. To better use the available and everchanging
computing and networking capabilities, AI needs to be
introduced to predict the computing and network loads,
as well as optimally schedule the computing, storage, and
network resources across the cloud, the edge, and devices.
Domain twin models can be used to simplify multi domain
orchestration problems which would ensure that services
ÊÝàì²ÃÃăÊēĂ²ÃăÝÃÑăÊÉ²ªàìÑÊ
heterogeneous cloud-edge-device resources to provide the
required service quality with optimal resource utilization.

ǃȇǂ/Êñäìàăȝ^Ý²ĒEìýÑàÀä
The integration of 5G and industry networks will become a
key scenario for 5G-Advanced networks for vertical industry
customers. In the industry network, 5G network can bring more
ñä²ÊääüÃñȀäñ¯äÝàäÑÊÊÃÝàÑìì²ÑÊȀÝàÑñì²ÑÊēĂ²²Ã²ìăȀ
and advantages in wireless and mobility. From the perspective
of networking, it can not only greatly reduce the complexity and
labor cost of wired networking but also help industry customers
realize the ideal of "one network at the end." For example, in the
ĒÃÊýÑàÀä¯ÑÝÊìýÑàÀ²Êª²Êì¯²Êñäìà²ÃÉÊñ©ìñà²Êª
ĒÃȀǅ'Êä²ÉÝÃ²©ăì¯ÉñÃì²ÃüÃý²àÊìýÑàÀÃüÃì
ì¯üàì²ÃÃüÃìÑ¯²üÊìýÑàÀēììÊ²ÊªȇäÑÊì¯
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²čàÊì²ìªñàÊìÑ©ǅ'ìàÉ²Ê²äì²Ý²Ã²ì²äȀǅ'Ê
àÃ²Ĉì¯/fÊìýÑàÀÑ©ì¯ĒÃÊìýÑàÀȖ^ñ¯äßñ²ÝÉÊì
operation and maintenance data collection) and OT network
(such as PLC control) into one.
The characteristic of the private industry network is to
ÝàÑü²ì¯²àȝÝàìăñäìÑÉàäý²ì¯ēĂ²ÃÊÑÊȝÉÊ
customized network within the scope of their operation and
management. The 5G industry private network can integrate the
ÊìàÝà²äȋäÊìýÑàÀäăäìÉý²ì¯ì¯ǅ'ÊìýÑàÀìÑñ²ÃñÊ²Ē
management and seamlessly integrated industry networks.

ÑÊüàªÊì²ÊñäìàăȝäÝ²ĒÊìýÑàÀä¯üÊÊ¯Ê²Ê
the following three aspects:

a single SMF. In the future, it will be expanded to one group
spanning multiple SMFs, thus realizing wide-area interconnection.

1)Enhancement of network intercommunication:
5G-LAN technology can use 5G networks to replace local area
ÊìýÑàÀä²Êì¯ñààÊì²Êñäìà²ÃĒÃȇ^ÑÃüÃÉÑ²Ã²ìă
Ã²É²ìì²ÑÊäÊ¯²ª¯ÑÝì²ÃĒàÃă²ÊªÑäìä²ÊĂ²äì²Êª²Êñäìà²Ã
networks, and provide industry users with the ability to quickly
ÊēĂ²Ãăñ²ÃÝà²üìÉÑ²ÃÊìýÑàÀäȇǅ'ȝ>EĒÊä
virtual network through the concept of a group and supports
point-to-point and point-to-multipoint communication within
the group. The 5G-LAN group can deploy one UPF or multiple
UPFs and supports local exchanges within UPFs and intra-group
communication across UPFs. The open API interface enables
ì¯²àÝàì²äìÑàìÑàÉÑ²©ăÑÉÉñÊ²ì²ÑÊªàÑñÝäēĂ²ÃăȀ
thereby realizing dynamic group management. 5G Advance can
enhance 5G-LAN technology in the following aspects:

ȝÑÊüàªÊÑ©ĒĂÊìýÑàÀÊÉÑ²ÃÊìýÑàÀȀǅ'ȝ>E
needs to communicate and converge with traditional industrial
wired LAN.

- Further study the new requirements in industrial networks,
enhance the layer 2 data transmission of mobile networks
and expand the application scenarios of 5G-LAN in industrial
networks. For example, factory complex scenarios require group
communications with service continuity among networks,
dynamic group communications in 5G LAN, and 5G LAN group
QoS support.
- At present, 5G-LAN only supports one group to be served by

In addition, in the 5G industry private network networking,
ÊìàÝà²ääÊÑÊñìñÊ²ĒÉÊªÉÊìÊÝÃÊ©Ñà
terminal addresses. Constructing the N3IWF network function
can also support the integration and switching of the industry's
existing networks and 5G private networks.
2)Management
A central network management monitoring system replaces the
siloed management systems, simplifying network management.
3)Security
The networks will meet enterprises' requirements for security and
reliability. The network for enterprise can be deployed isolated
on-demand from the public network and one possible way is to
äñÝÝÑàì²ÊñäìàăȝäÝ²ĒÊìýÑàÀȖȇªȇWE/ȝEWEȗȇ/ÊìàÉäÑ©
security, they will further support the network topology hidden.
ÊÊìàÝà²äÊÃäÑ²ÊÑàÝÑàìĒàýÃÃìÑĒÃìàÃÃì²Ê
²ìäÝà²üìÊìýÑàÀìÑÊäñàì¯ìÑÊĒÊì²ÃìàÉ²Êä²Ê
the campus. The reliability of access, on-demand resources, and
connections is also improved.

3.3 Home Networks
Home networks will be a focus for developing 5G-Advanced.
ÃàăÊÑýȀÉÊăÑÝàìÑàääÝÀ²ÊÉÑ²ÃììàĎ
when people are at home. This is likely to be even more so
with new services for consumers (e.g. mobile gaming, or high
ĒÊ²ì²ÑÊÉÑ²Ãfvȗì¯ìàßñ²àüàă¯²ª¯àìàìäȇ

devices and types of collected data. Finding the optimal way to
synchronously transmit this data, use AI algorithms to pre-judge
user behavior accurately, predict device status, and implement
intelligent adjustment will become the focus for the next
generation home network.

High data rate services such as interactive applications are
best served at higher frequency bands, where more capacity is
available. However, these higher frequency bands make providing
indoor coverage a challenge. It may not be possible to provide
enough indoor capacity with outdoor base stations, relaying
or indoor base stations may be needed to give consumers a
ubiquitous coverage experience.
Unlike other areas where networks are deployed, there are more
ü²äÑ©²čàÊììăÝä²Ê¯ÑÉÊìýÑàÀäȀì¯Ññª¯ì¯ăÉÑü
around in much smaller areas. In addition, home network users
do not require extremely high reliability, but have stringent
requirements on protocol conversion and bandwidth.
In the future home intelligent IoT network, there will be various
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3.4 Space-Air-Ground Networks
The 5G network was built not only to provide high network
speeds, but also ubiquitous mobile network access. However,
in remote areas such as mountainous areas, deserts, and the
ocean, building and maintaining a 5G terrestrial network is
extremely expensive, which makes it impossible to provide 5G
network coverage in those areas. Fortunately, the development
of aerospace technology enables the satellite-based broadband
communication system to provide radio coverage to large
or even global areas at a much lower cost. As such, the 5G
network will deeply integrate with the satellite communication
system to constitute a convergent communication network
that provides seamless coverage on the planet, meeting various
service requirements anywhere in the world.

can support networking for satellite-ground and satellitesatellite, in order to support terminals to use both satellite
access and ground access to optimize data transmission no
matter whether the satellite access and terrestrial access
ÃÑÊªìÑä²ÊªÃÑÝàìÑàÑà²čàÊìÑÝàìÑàäȇf¯
5G network can support enhanced mobility management
mechanisms for terminals connecting via satellite access,
such as access control based on terminal location, terminal
seamless switching between satellite access and ground access,
policy and QoS control based on the type of satellite access,
discontinuous satellite coverage for paging enhancement and
power saving optimizations, and network-based positioning to
ÊÃÝÑä²ì²ÑÊ²ÊªÑ©ÊÑÊȝ'E^^ìàÉ²ÊÃäÊìÑ©ñÃĒÃÃàÃ²Ã
UE location requirements.

Current 5G networks supports the base station to adopt
ǅ'EZäăäìÉȀÃÃÑý²ÊªìàÉ²ÊÃäìÑääì¯ñÊ²Ēǅ'
core network through the satellite base station, and satellite
base stations working in transparent mode, but there
are some limitations on the support of voice service and
transmission delay. In the future, the 5G-Advanced network
will comprehensively integrate with satellites and provide the
following features:

- When the base station uses the back-haul service provided
by the satellite network or satellite enabled NG RAN, the core
network shall be able to perceive the status of the satellite
network (such as time delay, bandwidth, etc.) to facilitate
policy and QoS control considering the movement of satellites
and the entire constellation. This can also help to expose
the back-haul capability to the application layer to assist the
application adaptation.

- Support for the integration of the terrestrial 5G network with
äìÃÃ²ìÊìýÑàÀä²ÊÑà²ìì²čàÊìÃì²ìñäȀ©ÑàĂÉÝÃȀ
²čàÊìÉÑ²Ã²ìăÉÊªÉÊìäìàìª²ä©ÑàÃÑýȀÉ²ñÉÊ
high orbit.

- Support of deploying UPF on the satellite in the case that
the main business application is on the satellite, which can
either enable satellite edge computing services to reduce data
transmission latency and minimize the backhaul resources
ÑÊäñÉÝì²ÑÊȌÑàÊÃÃÑÃìàĎäý²ì¯©Ñàkääàüă
UPF on-board to reduce end-to-end packet delivery latency
Ê²ÉÝàÑüÑÉÉñÊ²ì²ÑÊĎ²Êăȇ

- When providing wireless access, the satellite can work in bentpipe or re-generative modes to forward data transparently and
process on-board data, respectively. The 5G-Advanced network
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Figure 3.4-1: 5G network integrated with a satellite system
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3.5 Interactive Communications
As 5G coverage expands, the screens of smart terminals increase
²Êä²ĈȀÊZȍvZȍ|Zü²äüÃÑÝàÝ²ÃăȇÑÊäñÉàäĂÝì
more than the conventional voice and video services and are
increasingly anxious to experience digital, highly interactive, and
multisensory experiences [6].
In this context, real-time communications are becoming more
²ÉÉàä²üȀàÝàäÊìă,ü²ÑȀZȍvZȀÊÑì¯àÉàª²Êª
technologies. This shift not only enhances individual services, such
as personalized calling, remote collaboration, AR social media,
and VR communications, but also helps enterprises establish
ì¯²à²ÉªÊààăÑñìÉàÀì²ÊªÉÑàĎ²ÊìÃăȇ&Ñà
example, enterprise information can be displayed to consumers
in calls from enterprises, improving the call connection rate, and
interactive menus can replace audio instructions in customer
services, helping customers select service options. Moreover,
exposing network capabilities help enable a new wave of
application innovation. Applications like ride-hailing, enterprise
campus communications, and remote education have been
²ÊēñÊ²ÊªÝÑÝÃȋäýÑàÀÊÃ²üäȇ
ǃ'WWZÃȝǁǇĒÊäÊýàßñ²àÉÊìäȀǅY/ÊÑì¯àYÑ^
parameters for cloud games and XR and other interactive
services. In the 5G-Advanced stage, interactive communication
also needs the following key technical support:
• IMS data channels
Existing real-time communications networks are overlaid with
/D^ì¯ÊÊÃäȀý¯²¯ÊÃäàÊä¯à²ÊªȀZčìäȀÊ
enhanced interactions with environments and things in them.
• Distributed service-based convergent media
ñÊ²ĒÑÊüàªÊìÉ²ÝÃÊ²ääìÃ²ä¯ìÑñÝªàä²
audio and video services and facilitate new media services like
ÑÃÃÑàì²üì²ü²ì²äÊZȍvZȇf¯É²ÝÃÊ²äÝÃÑă²Ê

a distributed manner, so that the nearest media resources can be
scheduled for services to ensure the lowest possible latency and
largest uplink bandwidth. Service-based media control interfaces
ÊēĂ²ÃăÉì²üàä²Ēàßñ²àÉÊìäÑ©²čàÊìäàü²äȀ
such as transcoding, playing announcement, and data channel,
²ìÃäÑÊ²ÉÝàÑüÉ²àäÑñàää²ªÊÉÊìĎ²ÊăÊ
reduce the TTM of new services.
• Trusted access of third-party IDs: Enterprise business
calls are often rejected as nuisance calls, which resulted low
ÑÉÉñÊ²ì²ÑÊĎ²Êăȇ½Ñ²Êìñì¯Êì²ì²ÑÊÉ¯Ê²äÉ
ìýÊàà²àÊÊìàÝà²ää¯ÑñÃĒÊì¯ìì¯
authenticated caller identity and call intent information can
be carried during call connection. This ensures the enterprise
business calls are trusted and increases the call completion rate.
• Programmable call applications
Terminals are enhanced so that their web browser engine can
process service data in the IMS data channels in real time and
²äÝÃăì¯àäñÃìäÑÊìàÉ²ÊÃk/äȇf¯²ä²Êàääì¯ēĂ²²Ã²ìăÑ©
services to an unprecedented level.
• Enhanced QoS
DñÃì²ȝēÑýäàü²äàÑÊìàÊä©ààì²čàÊìÃăàäȀ
Êì¯YÑ^Ñ©¯Ãăà²äääñàäÑÊäÝ²ĒǅY/ȇ
DÑàÑüàȀYÑ^ÑÊìàÑÃ²ä²ÉÝÃÉÊì©Ñà²čàÊììÝÀìä
ìĒÊàªàÊñÃà²ìăȀäñ¯äÃìÊăÑààÃ²²Ã²ìăȝäÑÊìàÑÃȇ
In addition, new QoS parameters, including latency, reliability,
and bandwidth, are introduced to help ensure that all types of
ìȀ²ÊÃñ²Êªì¯ì©àÑÉìì²ÃäÊäÑàäȀ²äĎ²ÊìÃăìàÊäÉ²ììȇ
Supports QoS mechanism that is aware of media service features
ÊÝàÑü²ä²čàÊì²ìYÑ^ä¯ñÃ²Êª©Ñà²čàÊìÝÀìä
Ñ©äàü²ēÑýääÑÊäàü²©ìñà²Ê©ÑàÉì²ÑÊȇÊȝìÑȝÊ
latency and jitter also need to be guaranteed for the XR services.
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• Collaboration of enhanced multimedia communication data
ēÑýä
All data representing service features is collected, facilitating
äÉÑÑì¯ÑÑà²Êì²ÑÊÊÊìàÃä¯ñÃ²ÊªÑ©²čàÊìäàü²
ēÑýäȇf¯²äÊäñàäì¯ììÝÀìääăÊ¯àÑÊÑñäÃăàà²üì
servers or terminals.
• Enhanced network capability exposure mechanism
&ÑàäìàÑÊª²Êìàì²üñä²ÊäääÊà²Ñääñ¯äZȍvZȀì¯ǅ'
system and AF directly support better user experience and more
Ď²ÊìñäÑ©ÊìýÑàÀàäÑñàäăĂÝÑä²ÊªÉÑàÊÉÑà
real-time information.

• Enhanced mobility and power-saving mechanisms
In order to better enable the immersive service experience for the
mobility scenario, mobility and power-saving enhancements need
to be considered to improve the service experience and the device
battery life.
• Resource allocation to guarantee XR experience
In order to guarantee the XR service experience, the resource for
äÝ²Ē|Zäàü²ää¯ÑñÃªñàÊìȇªȇ²ìàäÑñà
allocation, or high priority of QoS.

3.6 Deterministic Communications
ǃ'WW¯äĒÊìàÉ²Ê²äì²ÑÉÉñÊ²ì²ÑÊÝ²Ã²ì²ä
since Release 15. In Release 16, the deterministic capabilities
were further enhanced for the air interface, CN, networking and
²Êìªàì²ÑÊȀ^>ääñàÊÊkZ>>ȇǃ'WWZÃäǁǆĒÊ
a 5G system as one or more bridges which can be integrated
transparently into an TSN architecture. On top of this, 3GPP
Release 17 sketched the deterministic communication architecture
for independent 5G TSN to adapt to more networking scenarios.
That being said, an overarching architecture buttressing
ìàÉ²Ê²äì²^>©ñÃĒÃÃÉÊìÊYÑ^©àÑÉÊìÑÊ¯ä
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not been ready yet. This architecture must be enhanced in the
following aspects:
• Management and deployment
The management and deployment of deterministic network
services rely on accurate requirement conversion ú translating
all service KQI requirements from industry players into network
KPI requirements and splitting all the KPI requirements
ÉÑÊª²čàÊìÊìýÑàÀÑÉ²ÊäÊÉÝÝ²Êªì¯ä<W/äìÑ
deterministic network capabilities.

Operators can utilize modeling and simulation to predict and
verify whether the conversion results can satisfy the service
àßñ²àÉÊìäÑÊäÝ²ĒÊìýÑàÀȇ/Êì¯²äýăȀì¯ăÊ½ñäì
ì¯ÊìýÑàÀÝÃÑăÉÊìÊÑÊĒªñàì²ÑÊä²ÊüÊìÑ
facilitate service rollout and mitigate the risks of service losses.
• Measurement and assurance
Applications that deliver deterministic performance need to
send packets at millisecond-level intervals, and thusly network
àäÑñàäÊìÑä¯ñÃ¯²ª¯ÃăēĂ²ÃăÊĎ²ÊìÃăȇ
To ensure this, the KPIs related to latency, bandwidth, and jitter
cannot only be measured based on average values, but also must
be accurately guaranteed on the 5G-Advanced network.
• Scheduling and coordination
To ensure predictable, attainable QoS and SLAs for deterministic
äàü²äȀüàăÝàìÑ©ì¯ìàÊäÉ²ää²ÑÊÉñäìä¯ñÃēĂ²Ãă
and coordinated collectively.
- Applications need to notify the network of their access; whereas
the network needs to sense the formats and coding approaches
of various application data and recognize the characteristics and
Ýà²Ñà²ì²äÑ©àÃìäàü²ēÑýäȀ²ì©àÑÉÝà²Ñ²äàü²äÑà
those featuring random bursts.
- Once an application has been sensed, the network needs to
ä¯ñÃàäÑñàäÑÊÉÊȀìÊ²ÊìàȝēÑýȀ²ÊìàȝēÑýȀÑà
media granularity.
- The network quickly establishes a closed-loop service assurance
approach based on the services' characteristics and priorities.
With bidirectional interfaces, the network controls data packet
exchanges and coordinates them harmoniously with the E2E
àäÑñàä¯ñÃ²ÊªȇDÊý¯²ÃȀì¯ÊìýÑàÀ²ÊēñÊäì¯
ÝÝÃ²ì²ÑÊȀÝñä¯²Êª²ììÑ½ñäììàĎìÑÝììÑì¯ÊìýÑàÀȀ

and thereby avoiding congestion caused by concurrent services.
With this mechanism, capacity of the air interface can be
²ÉÝàÑüÊÃìÊă©Ñàä¯ñÃ²ÊªȖȇªȇȀ©Ñàì¯k>ìàĎȗÊ
be reduced.
- End-to-end coordination is achieved based on the coordination
between CN and AN, together with the coordination between
CN and xHaul. 5GS end-to-end delay and jitter would be
further reduced by means of N3 deterministic transmission and
assistance for RAN to improve the scheduling accuracy.
- In addition, the exposure enhancement to 5GS enables the (3rd
party) applications to explicitly provide reliability requirements.
The network needs to better serve terminals by using its
Ê¯Ê©ìñàäȀäñ¯äÝàÑü²²Êªì²üȍäìÊăÑÊÊì²ÑÊä
and supporting dual feeding and selective receiving to set up
reliable transmission paths.
• Based on the vertical' s requirement, 5G-Advanced will
enhance the bridge integration approach include:
- In addition to the centralized TSN deployment model stipulated
by IEEE, 5G-Advanced shall support more models, such as
²äìà²ñìÝÃÑăÉÊìȀìÑÉÀÊìýÑàÀ²ÊªÉÑàēĂ²ÃÊ
deploy more new applications. and to make services highly
controllable and scalable.
• Timing serviceὉCurrently, most industries that require precise
time synchronization rely on the Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) to manage their system time. To address the
problems of malicious attacks, electromagnetic interference, weak
indoor signals, and high power consumption of receivers, the
5G system can expose the capability and needs to provide more
ēĂ²Ãì²Éäàü²äÊäàüääÀñÝÑàäñÝÝÃÉÊìàă
system for the GNSS to ensure continuous and accurate time
synchronization for both individual users and industry players.

3.7 User Plane Customization
kW&ä¯ÑñÃÃìÑäñÝÝÑàì²čàÊìÀ²ÊäÑ©ǅ'äàü²ä©àÑÉ
eMBB, URLLC, mMTC. As UPF is separated from control plane
functions, the architecture is now more focused on for optimized
packet-processing.
With the deployment of 5G networks, vertical industries have
increasingly clear requirements for 5G in edge scenarios. 5G
UPF can be deployed and expand capacity according to market
ÉÊȀý¯²¯àßñ²àäǅ'kW&ìÑ¯üēĂ²ÃÊĂÝÑäñà
capabilities, support function customization on demand and be
able to quickly go online.

Based on the SBA design, the invocation of user-plane capabilities
by other network functions can be supported. Information
such as precise location information, user planeload conditions,
network delays, slice related information, billing, and additional
äÝ²Ē²Ê©ÑàÉì²ÑÊì¯ì²ÊñäìàăñäìÑÉàäàÑÊàÊÑñì
can be exposure by 5G UPF.
In order to support better integration of UPF into the 5GC SBA,
ì¯kW&üÊìĂÝÑäñàäàü²²äÑüàăÊàª²äìàì²ÑÊȍ
deregistration is supported via the NRF. The UPF event exposure
service can expose information which is originated from the UPF
to other NFs if needed.
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3.8 Network Slicing
Network slicing is a technology that enables networks to
be deployed on demand. It isolates multiple virtual E2E
ÊìýÑàÀäÑüñÊ²Ē²Ê©àäìàñìñàìÑÉìüà²Ññääàü²
requirements. It is one of the key features of 5G SA. Many
standards organizations such as 3GPP, ITU-T, ETSI, and CCSA
have conducted standardization related to network slicing, and
ì¯ÊìýÑàÀäÃ²²ÊªȝàÃì©ñÊì²ÑÊäÊì¯Ê²ÃäÝ²Ēì²ÑÊä
have essentially reached maturity. to enable network slicing to be
commercially used in industries, the following areas need to be
improved:
• Functionality evolution
The network slice functionalities need to be further involved to
meet new requirements. For example when the existing network
slice cannot meet the requirements of PDU sessions or the
performance requirements of applications, how to ensure service
ÑÊì²Êñ²ìăȀ¯ÑýìÑäñÝÝÑàìàÑÉ²ÊªñäàäìÑäÃì²čàÊì
VPLMNs according to requested network slices, how to enhance
network based network slice control mechanism to meet new
requirements, and how to enhance network slicing mechanism to
support localized service deployment, etc.
Ǿ/ÊìÃÃ²ªÊìÑÊĒªñàì²ÑÊ
EìýÑàÀäÃ²²ÊªȝàÃìÑÊĒªñàì²ÑÊ¯äÊªàñÃÃă
²ÉÝàÑüì¯àÑñª¯äìÊàäȇ&ÑàĂÉÝÃȀǃ'WWĒÊä

the parameters and interfaces related to the Network Slice
Management Function (NSMF) and the Network Slice Subnet
Management Function (NSSMF) of each subdomain. However,
ì¯äÝàÉìàääì²ÃÃÊìÑÉÊñÃÃăÑÊĒªñàȇ&ñàì¯à
ýÑàÀ²äàßñ²àìÑĒÊì¯ÑÝì²ÉÃýăìÑ²ÉÝÃÉÊìñìÑÉì²Ȁ
²ÊìÃÃ²ªÊìÃÑäȝÃÑÑÝÑÊìàÑÃ©Ñàì¯äÝàÉìàäìÑ©ñÃĒÃÃ^>
requirements.
• SLA guarantee
^ìÊàä¯üĒÊì¯ÝàÑää©ÑàìÊÊìäìÑäñäà²ìÑ
their target network slices from network administrators. After
subscribing to a slice, the tenant needs to be informed of QoS
conditions and the slice resource usage.
• Integration with vertical industries
To better serve vertical industries with network slicing, vertical
industries' typical requirements need to be considered, for
example, industry customers wish to manage their slices
themselves, such as self-service monitoring and data query. If a
vertical industry has deployed a private network, industry users
may need to access the 5G network slice for the industry and
then be directed to the private network. To ensure smooth user
experience, the 5G network slice and private network must be
concertedly coordinated.

3.9 Positioning, Ranging and Perception Enhancement
5G positioning facilitates personnel and vehicle locating, logistics
tracking, and asset management. As an increasing number of
services are gravitating towards edge computing, positioning
capabilities are increasingly important at the network edge and
need to have ultra-low latency and high precision. For instance,
Vehicle to Everything (V2X) requires positioning accurate to a
Êì²ÉìàÃüÃý²ì¯ÑÊĒÊÑ©ÑüàǉǀɟȌäÊà²Ñä©àÑÉ
enterprise and industrial require that the location information
does not leave the sites, and further reduce the end to end
location service delay. Many companies have been carrying out
extensive research on reducing the transmission delay of location
information based on edge computing-based deployment of the
location management function (LMF), gateway mobile location
center (GMLC) and Network Exposure Function(NEF), as well
as using reference UEs to eliminate timing deviation between
ääìì²ÑÊäìÑ²ÉÝàÑüì¯ñàăÊÑÊĒÊÑ©ì¯
location information. In the indoor positioning scenario, to meet
the requirements of terminal low-power consumption and highaccuracy positioning (LPHAP) at the same time, the battery
replacement cycle of low complexity IoT terminal requiring
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positioning will be extended through the joint optimization
method between the radio access network and core network.
With the development of 5G network, new network capabilities
based on ranging and Perception are emerging. For example, in
some scenarios of smart home, smart city, smart transportation,
smart retail and Industry 4.0, there are requirements of obtaining
the relative position and angle between objects, as well as
perceive the distance, speed and shape of the target object.
5G-Advanced network should be further enhanced to assist
the wireless network in ranging and sensing capabilities by
processing the information from service awareness. This can
be the foundation for further steps of 5G-Advanced network' s
digital and intelligent transformation.
In the next step, the network needs to enhance the independent
perception and analysis capabilities of the core network, realize
multi-dimensional and multi-granularity environment perception
and target perception, meet the needs of target recognition,
status monitoring, etc., and lay a solid foundation for the
integration of communication perception for the 5G-Advanced
network.

3.10 Multicast and Broadcast Services
5G multicast and broadcast services can transmit multimedia
streams or data to various general 5G devices, which is conducive
ìÑ²ÉÝàÑü²Êªì¯Ď²ÊăÑ©ý²àÃääàäÑñàäÊì¯
realization of innovative services. NR MBS is very important for
the realization of ARVR broadcast and multicast, public safety
ÃÑÃàÑäìȀvǂ|ÝÝÃ²ì²ÑÊäȀìàÊäÝàÊì/WüǄȍ/WüǆÉñÃì²äì
transmission, IPTV, wireless software transmission, and Internet of
Things applications.
ǅ'ÊìýÑàÀäÊìÑÑÊä²àì¯ēĂ²ÃÊăÊÉ²ÃÃÑì²ÑÊ
Ñ©àäÑñàäìýÊñÊ²äìÊàÑäìȍÉñÃì²äìäàü²ä
through 5G NR-MBS, providing substantial improvements

ÊÊýÝ²Ã²ì²ä²ÊìàÉäÑ©äăäìÉĎ²ÊăÊñäà
ĂÝà²Êȇ/Ê²ì²ÑÊȀì¯ñäÑ©àì²Ē²Ã²ÊìÃÃ²ªÊì¯ÊÑÃÑªă
Ê¯²üĎ²ÊìàäÑñàÃÃÑì²ÑÊÑà²ÊªìÑì¯ìñÃ
user experience. The 5G network could further enhance the
²Ã²ìăìÑäñÝÝÑàìēĂ²ÃÉ¯Ê²äÉ©Ñàì¯²Ã²ìăÑ©ìàÉ²ÊÃä
to access broadcast services.
Additionally, 5G multicast and broadcast services will also support
the scenario in which the user equipment receives multicast MBS
ìȀäÑäìÑäìà²ÀÃÊìýÊìàÊäÉ²ää²ÑÊĎ²Êă
ÊÊàªăĎ²ÊăÊÑÊä²à²Êªì¯äñÝÝÑàìÑ©ÉñÃì²ȝW>DE
resource sharing.

3.11 Policy Control Enhancement
ǅ'äñÝÝÑàìäēĂ²ÃÝÑÃ²ă½ñäìÉÊìă²ÊìàÑñ²ÊªkÝÑÃ²ă
and user-based AM (access and mobility) policy management
functions. This function can already provide the UE with
capabilities such as user routing selection and access network
discovery, and provide the network with capabilities such as
wireless access mode and radio frequency selection priority (RFSP
Index), access area restriction, UE AMBR and slice MBR, SMF
selection and etc.
In the follow-up 5G-Advanced research, operators need to
further explore the market application prospects of UE and
mobility management strategies. For example, UE policy and
access and mobility policy control should be supported under
roaming conditions, Policy Control can support a better QoS
ÉÊªÉÊìăñì²Ã²Ĉ²ÊªĒÊȝªà²ÊYÑ^DÑÊ²ìÑà²ÊªÊ

ÑÝàìÑàȝäÝ²ĒìàĎìªÑà²ä²Êì¯ìàĎäà²ÝìÑàý¯²¯
čì²üÃă²ÉÝàÑüääàü²ääñàÊÑ©käää²ÑÊäȇWàȝäÃ²
äÝ²ĒYÑ^ÑÊìàÑÃ¯ÃÝäĎ²ÊìÊý²ì¯ÉÊªÉÊì©Ñà
supporting various network deployments such as B2B and B2C.
There is also need to ensure user policy consistency between
Ǆȍǅ'äăäìÉäñÊàì¯ñààÊìǄȍǅ'²ÊìàÑÝà²Ã²ìăä²ìñì²ÑÊȇfÑ
better respond to requirements of high precision and low latency
in industrial applications, the granularity and distribution process
of existing policy management parameters need to be further
optimized. Also, the operators care about how the network
üà²Ēäì¯Ê©ÑàÉÊìÑ©Ã²üàkÝÑÃ²ăăì¯kìÑìÀ
further optimization policy.
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3.12 Proximity-based Services
^²Êñä²ÊääÉÊääñ¯äZȍvZÊÝñÃ²ä©ìăà
increasing day by day, 5G proximity-based services enables direct
communication between UEs by using PC5-NR communication
technology. 5G proximity-based services enables remote UE to
access 5G network through relay UE(s). This not only reduces the
latency of end-to-end communication, but also helps to provide
a new method for operators to enhance 5G-Advanced network
coverage, but also helps to enhance the 5G-Advanced network's
control of remote UE access methods, thereby improving the
service experience. Therefore, 5G proximity-based services can

¯ÃÝàÃ²ĈZȍvZȀÝñÃ²ä©ìăÊÑì¯àäàü²äȀÊÝàÑÉÑì
the development and commercial use of related industries.
In order to better provide business services, 5G-Advanced
networks need to further improve 5G proximity-based services.
For example, it can be considered that the UE can access the 5G
ÊìýÑàÀì¯àÑñª¯²čàÊìÝì¯äȖȇªȇì¯k²äÑÊÊì²ÊªìÑì¯
gNodeB directly and via a relay UE), so that the 5G-Advanced
ÊìýÑàÀÊčì²üÃă²ÉÝàÑüì¯àÃ²²Ã²ìăÊìàìÑ©
the UE accessing the network.

3.13 Mobile Computing Power Awareness and Scheduling
The computing power awareness and scheduling are the main
directions of computing-network convergence in the future.
5G-Advanced core network domains can build mobile computing
network capabilities based on business use cases without
major network architecture change. For example, 1) currently
distributed edge computing mainly supports local deployment of
video, cloud gaming, and some industry applications. However,
ì¯²čàÊÑ©ÃÑÃÑÉÝñì²ÊªÝ²Ã²ì²äÊàäÑñà
ñì²Ã²Ĉì²ÑÊä©àÑÉ²čàÊìÃÑÃä²ìäȀäýÃÃäì¯àäÑñà
complementarity between multiple edge sites are not considered
for such deployment. To further enrich use cases, optimize service
ĂÝà²ÊȀÊ²ÉÝàÑüàäÑñàĎ²ÊăȀ²ÊȝÝì¯ÊìýÑàÀ
computing collaboration will become a potential solution to
ì¯²äÝàÑÃÉȇǅ'ÊìýÑàÀý²ÃÃÝàÑü²ēĂ²Ãäàü²ä¯ñÃ²Êª
based on computing power and resource awareness to achieve
computing power mutual assistance among multiple sites. This
will ensure the services obtain matching resources at proper

sites. 2) Cloud mobile-phone scenario. Network will provide
computing power expansion for cloud phones, further enhancing
the processing capability, and reducing the power consumption
of mobile phones for better performance. 3) Digital twin and
intelligent processing will become the key native services of
the network. Those services will generate massive data. And it
requires high performance of service processing, lower latency
during data transmission, and higher reliability of the network.
Therefore, it is necessary to promote computing closer to
data sources to form distributed computing resources in the
network. Computing power orchestration is the core technology
of computing resource management. It centrally schedules
and manages the entire network and computing resources. It
combines AI, digital twin, and big data processing technologies to
²ÉÝÃÉÊìñÊ²ĒàäÑñàÑà¯äìàì²ÑÊȀ²ÊìÃÃ²ªÊìä¯ñÃ²ÊªȀ
Ýà²äÑÊĒªñàì²ÑÊȀÊăÊÉ²ÑÝì²É²Ĉì²ÑÊ©ÑàÃÃäàü²äȇ

3.14 Passive IoT
Passive IoT uses technologies such as backscattering and energy
¯àüäì²ÊªìÑ¯²üĎ²Êì²Ê©ÑàÉì²ÑÊìàÊäÉ²ää²ÑÊÑ©ìàªì
nodes without batteries and with extremely low complexity. It has
ì¯ä²ªÊ²ĒÊìüÊìªäÑ©ĈàÑÝÑýàÑÊäñÉÝì²ÑÊȀÃÑýÑäìȀ
and easy deployment. Passive IoT systems can be widely used in
smart warehousing, smart logistics, smart agriculture, industrial
wireless sensor networks, smart transportation, smart medical
ÊÑì¯àĒÃäȀÊ²äĂÝììÑÑÉì¯ä²ÊÃ²Êª
technology for the Internet of Everything. However, traditional
passive IoT technologies, such as RFID, have the problems of
ä¯ÑàìÑüàª²äìÊȀÃÑýäăäìÉĎ²ÊăȀÊ²ĎñÃìă²Ê
automatic management due to the interference of the system
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itself and only single-point communication.
For the evolution of 5G network, passive IoT technology is
introduced into the 5G-Advanced system, and the combination of
passive communication equipment and cellular communication
equipment is promoted. Through the minimalist network
architecture, minimalist network protocol, lightweight security
àì²Ēì²ÑÊÊÑì¯àì¯ÊÑÃÑª²äȀ²ìÊÊÑìÑÊÃă¯²ü
continuous indoor and outdoor coverage, but also achieve rapid
networking through network management and coordination,
improve network coverage, reduce system deployment costs, and
meet physical needs. So as to meet the passive, extremely lowcost and ultra-large-scale access requirements of IoT terminals.

04
Mobile communication is always in a state of innovation and
üÃÑÝÉÊìȇfÑăȀý²ì¯ì¯ĒàäìÝ¯äÑ©ǅ'äìÊàä
commercially deployed, the technology continues to evolve
Êǃ'WWÑĎ²ÃÃăÊÉäì¯ǅ'üÑÃñì²ÑÊäȊǅ'ȝüÊȊ
ÑÊÝà²ÃǂǇȇf¯äìñăȍýÑàÀ²ìÉäÑ©àÃäǁǈ©Ñà^ǂ¯ü
been determined during the meeting on December 2021.
ǅ'ȝüÊÊìýÑàÀý²ÃÃĒÊÊýªÑÃäÊÝ²Ã²ì²ä
for the 5G evolution to enable the generation of greater
social and economic value through network evolution and
technological enhancements. At this point, industry partners
jointly publish this white paper, hoping to provide reference
for the development of 5G-Advanced network.
This white paper mainly introduces the 5G-Advanced
oriented network architecture and key technologies and
guides the next 5G network evolution stage. The network
architecture will develop along with the concept of cloudnative, edge network, and network as a service to meet
the demands of rapid deployment of network functions
and on-demand iteration. In terms of network technology,
the 5G-Advanced network capability will continue to be
Ê¯ÊÃÑÊªì¯ì¯àäÝìäÑ©Ȋàì²Ē²Ã/ÊìÃÃ²ªÊȀ
ÑÊüàªÊÊÊÃÉÊìȊȇàì²Ē²Ã/ÊìÃÃ²ªÊìý²ÃÃ©Ññä
on improving the level of network intelligence, reducing the
cost of operation and maintenance, further promoting the

Conclusion

application and integration of intelligent technology in the
telecom network, carrying out the research of distributed
intelligent architecture, and the collaborative intelligence
between terminals and networks. Convergence will promote
the coordinated development of 5G network with industry
network, home network and space-are-ground network.
Enablement will support the 5G network serving the vertical
industry. While improving the representative capabilities i.e.
network slice and edge computing, 5G-Advanced network
will also support interactive communication and broadcast
ÑÉÉñÊ²ì²ÑÊìÑÉÀÊìýÑàÀäàü²äȊÉÑà²üàä²ĒȊȇ
The network will become "more certain" based on the endto-end quality measurement and guarantee, and scheme
ä²ÉÝÃ²Ēì²ÑÊȇf¯ÊìýÑàÀÝ²Ã²ì²äÊȊÉÑàÑÝÊȊ²Ê
terms of time synchronization, location services, etc.
äÑÊì¯ÝàÑªàääÑ©ǃ'WWZǁǈȀǅ'ȝüÊý²ÃÃ
ªàñÃÃăä¯²©ì©àÑÉàßñ²àÉÊìÊäÊà²ÑĒÊ²ì²ÑÊ
phase to service design phase. This white paper is expected
to provide reference scenarios, requirements and technical
directions for the development of 5G-advanced network,
in order to motivate the industrial consensus, and jointly
promote the development of 5G network.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Full Spelling

AF

Application Function

AI

àì²Ē²Ã/ÊìÃÃ²ªÊ

AM

Access and Mobility

AMBR

Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate

API

Abbreviation
N3IWF

Non-3GPP Inter Working
Function

NF

Network Functions

NFV

Network Functions Virtualization

NPN

Non-Public Network

Application Programming
Interface

Full Spelling

NSMF

Network Slice Management
Function

AR

Augmented Reality

B5G

Beyond 5G

CT

Communication Technology

NWDAF

Network Data Analytics Function

DOICT

DT, OT, IT, and CT

O&M

Operation and Maintenance

DT

Data Technology

OSS/BSS

E2E

End to End

GMLC

Gateway Mobile Location Center

GNSS
LMF
LPHAP

Global Navigation Satellite
System
Location Management Function
Low-power Consumption and

Operation Support System/
Business Support System

OT

Operational Technology

PLC

Programmable Logic Controller

QoS

Quality of Service

RFSP

Radio Frequency Selection
Priority
Service Based Architecture

SDN

^Ñ©ìýàĒÊEìýÑàÀ

SLA

Service Level Agreement

V2X

Vehicle to Everything

System

XR

Extended Reality

Multi-access Edge Computing

5G-LAN

5G Local Area Network

Mobile Broadband

MBS

Multicast and Broadcast Services

MEC

Network Slice Subnet
Management Function

SBA

High-accuracy Positioning

MBB

MDAS

NSSMF

Management Data Analytics
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